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WHO WE ARE
Northern Rivers Social Development Council (NRSDC) is a community-based
not-for-profit organisation that promotes fairness and social inclusion in the
Northern Rivers region of NSW. At NRSDC we work together for community
wellbeing across the Northern Rivers. We represent and strengthen communities
and services by:
•
•
•
•
•

Providing opportunities and services to alleviate disadvantage
Engaging in advocacy and promotion
Informing and educating people,
organisations and government
Encouraging partnerships
Research and planning for future needs.

Our primary objective of promoting community wellbeing is shared by fellow
not-for-profit community organisations in the region. Community organisations
are enablers of positive change for individuals and communities. Our support and
advocacy for community organisations in the region is a key strategy to achieve
our organisational objective of promoting community wellbeing.

OUR VALUES
We apply the following values in our work:
Integrity

We act honestly, openly, consistently and in accordance
with the aims of NRSDC

Respect

We value the expertise, knowledge and opinions of others

Empowerment

We work to increase the capacity of individuals, communities and organisations to become more self-reliant

Fairness

We promote equity and justice when dealing with others

Collaboration

We work in partnership to promote the best result for
everyone

Inclusion

We value diversity and work to ensure that the benefits of
prosperity are shared by all.
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OUR HISTORY
In 1976, a strong group of local people came together to identify ways of
improving and developing the communities of the Northern Rivers on the Far
North Coast of NSW. Incorporated in 1985, for over 25 years NRSDC has
developed into a recognised and credible organisation delivering direct services,
community development projects, and regional advocacy across the Northern
Rivers. In 2010, NRSDC had a budget of $1.6 million with 27 staff across 14
programs. Our head office is located in Lismore with service staff also located in
Tweed, Ballina, Casino and Grafton.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF
TRADITIONAL CUSTODIANS
NRSDC acknowledges the Bundjalung, Arakwal, Gumbaingirr and Yaegel peoples
who are the traditional custodians of the land that comprises the Northern Rivers.

DIVERSITY STATEMENT
NRSDC will continue to build its capacity to work effectively and equitably to
improve the quality of life of people across the region. We recognise the diversity
of communities and respect their cultural, linguistic, sexual, ethnic and religious differences. We acknowledge, and will continue to work with Aboriginal communities
of the region to ensure that Aboriginal people can attend to their cultural business
and build healthy communities.
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BOARD MEMBERS – 30 JUNE 2011
Michelle McCartney

President

Susan Howland

Vice President

Paul Cruickshank

Treasurer

Regan Harding

Ordinary Member

Jennifer Harrison

Ordinary Member

Liz Gehring

Ordinary Member

Tony Davies

Secretary

NRSDC Board Members L to R: Paul Cruickshank, Jennifer Harrison, Liz
Gehring, Susan Howland, Michelle McCartney and Tony Davies. Absent:
Regan Harding.
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STAFF MEMBERS – 30 JUNE 2011
Andrea Brooks
Ayla Garlick
Bianca Bright
Bonita Webb
Brett Paradise
Chris King
Dr Christine Read
Damian Bozanic
Donna Byer
Eliza Gahan
Emma Ross
Francina Williams
Gabrielle Le Bon
Gary Williams
Dr Gillian Smith
Jan Ousby
Jane Henderson
Jeannie O’Carroll
Kay Davison
Kate Geary
Kate Taylor
Dr Kerrie Stanwell
Liina Flynn
Linda Lomman
Linda Wirf
Meaghan Vosz
Molly Galea
PJ Black
Pamela Ashton
Robyn Colliss
Shazz Gillett
Sonya Mears-Lynch
Tony Davies
Trish Evans
Trudi Fehrenbach
Vivienne Watt
Willie Hammond
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Family Planning Nurse
Youth Programs Case Manager, Tweed
Youth Programs Case Manager, Switch
Youth Programs Case Manager, Switch Clarence
Manager Delivery & Client Services
Youth Programs Case Work Trainee
Family Planning Doctor
Casework Leader, Switch Programs
Training Coordinator
Youth Programs Case Manager, Switch Lismore
Administration Officer & Executive Assistant
Administration Trainee
Project Officer, Development & Innovation
Youth Programs Case Work Trainee
Family Planning Doctor
Family Planning Nurse
Case Work Leader, Reconnect
and Getting it Together
Youth Programs Case Manager, Switch Tweed
Family Planning Receptionist
Project Officer, Development & Innovation
Family Planning Receptionist
Family Planning Doctor
Communications Officer
Project Officer, Development & Innovation
Project Officer, Development & Innovation
Project Officer, Development & Innovation
Manager Development & Innovation
Youth Programs Case Manager, Casino
Family Planning Receptionist
Family Planning Receptionist
Youth Programs Case Manager, Lismore
Youth Programs Case Worker, Clarence
Chief Executive Officer
Homelessness Research Officer
Youth Programs Case Manager, Ballina
Finance Officer
Aboriginal Youth & Community Worker
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2011
This year has been a year of great
change and expansion for NRSDC.
Over the past year a new structure has
been implemented and the Board would
like to thank all of the staff for their
patience and co-operation in getting the
new structure bedded down and for
working hard on its implementation. A
restructure is always very difficult for
staff but can provide an opportunity for
revitalisation of an organisation if the
change is embraced.
As well as implementing the new
structure there has been an enormous
growth in NRSDC over the past year
across all areas of the organisation, but
in particular a growth in new youth programmes which has seen the opening of
the new premises in Dawson Street.
It has been a quiet year politically but
it is likely that through 2012 at least
at a national level, there will be more
opportunity for NRSDC to campaign
for the needs of the disadvantaged in
the Northern Rivers, particularly in the
latter half of the year when parties will
be moving into pre-election mode.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to
sincerely thank Tony Driese for all of
his work and commitment during his
time as President of NRSDC, a role he
held through 2010 and most of 2011
and to pass on the Board’s best wishes
for Tony’s further study endeavours
in Canberra which necessitated his
departure from the Board.

Finally I would like to take the opportunity to thank all the Board and staff
for their continued commitment to
NRSDC throughout this past year of
change and expansion.

Michelle McCartney
PRESIDENT
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CEO’S REPORT
2010-2011 has been another year of growth and
development for NRSDC. Along with our peers
in the Community Sector, we have worked hard to
ensure that vulnerable and disadvantaged groups
across the Northern Rivers are able to access the
opportunities and choices that so many of us take
for granted.
Following the introduction of a new strategic plan
in early 2010, NRSDC adopted a new structure
comprising two branches that reflect our two core
areas of activity: delivery and client services; and
development and innovation. Over the last year
we have implemented the new structure, with the
creation of new roles within the organisation and
redefinition of existing roles. The new structure,
now in place, provides a basis for NRSDC to
continue to deliver high quality community
services; build collaboration to strengthen communities and services; and advocate on behalf of
our region.
Both branches have had significant growth over
2010-2011. The majority of NRSDC’s work over
the last decade has involved direct client services
delivery through regional youth programs such
as Northern Rivers Reconnect and Getting it
Together as well as Lismore/Kyogle Family Planning
Service. NRSDC’s delivery and client services
branch grew significantly over the year with establishment of the ‘Switch’ consortium to support
young people leaving out of home care and young
people leaving juvenile justice. The new programs
have been funded under the North Coast Homelessness Action Plan and are being delivered in collaboration with our consortium partner YPS Mid
North Coast Inc. To accommodate this growth,
NRSDC has moved to a new office in Grafton,
opened new premises in Lismore and established
a new office in Mullumbimby. To ensure regional
coverage, we continue to maintain offices in
Ballina, Casino and Tweed Heads.
Our development and innovation branch has seen
an explosion of activity through new and existing
programs. We completed the first round of the
Community Sector Leaders project providing
management training and mentoring to 16 leaders
from services across the region. Our training
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NRSDC CEO, Tony Davies
calendar continued to grow with more than 50
courses delivered over the year, including new
courses on topics such as information exchange,
dementia care and education, finance and advanced
case management.
We have also worked hard to build networks
within the sector through our participation in
existing networks including aged and disability
interagencies, transport working groups, generalist interagencies, and co-facilitation of newer
networks such as the Northern Rivers Finance
Officers Forum, the Northern Rivers Housing
Forum and a forum on the Keeping Them Safe
child protection reforms. A particular focus has
been the youth sector with the establishment of
the Northern Rivers Youth Council and the Youth
Managers Network.
Another priority has been research and innovation. In partnership with Southern Cross University, NRSDC commenced a research project
into homelessness service integration within the
region. This project is one of 16 studies nationally
funded by the Australian Government under the
National Homelessness Research Partnership and
is intended to build the evidence base for effective
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strategies to address homelessness in regional
Australia. We also commenced the Lived Experience Project to trial new ways to support people
with mental illness to gain employment as peer
workers. This project was developed in partnership with ACE North Coast, employment services,
mental health agencies and state and federal government agencies.
Teamwork has been essential to our achievements
as an organisation. Each member of the organisation has worked with commitment, energy and
enthusiasm to deliver the best possible results
for our community. I am again indebted to all staff
members for their contribution to a successful
year.
I would also like to thank the Board for their
outstanding support over the past year. Every

member of the Board has made a great contribution to the organisation and we are all very
grateful for their generosity with their time and
expertise. I would particularly like to thank our
former President Tony Dreise who guided the organisation up until his retirement from the Board
in May 2011 and Michelle McCartney who stepped
up and very capably led the organisation from then
on.
Finally, we welcome feedback, comments and
ideas on all aspects of our work. If you have any
thoughts or ideas, please get in touch with either
myself, the managers of our two branches, Molly
Galea and Brett Paradise, or any other member of
the NRSDC team and let us know what you think.
Tony Davies
CEO

Advocate
on behalf of our
community

Innovate

Improve

smarter ways to
build stronger
communities

internally ensuring
we are becoming
more effective and
efficient

Strengthen
sector building
and capacity

Deliver
quality
empowering
services
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TREASURER’S REPORT
I am proud to present on behalf of the
Board the 2010/11 Financial Statements.
NRSDC has again produced a strong
financial result while delivering effective
programs and services.
NRSDC’s financial objective as a notfor-profit organisation is to invest in
social development while maintaining employee entitlements and the
real value of our equity. NRSDC has
continued to make adequate provisions
for employee entitlements as well as
generate a small surplus such that the
real value (after accounting for inflation)
of our equity is maintained or increased
over time. This will help to ensure that
NRSDC is able to continue to work to
the benefit of the community and our
member organisations long into the
future.
NRSDC produced a surplus of $89,203
in 2010/11 increasing member’s equity
to $460,204. This is a positive result
and compares to a surplus of $42,179
for the previous year.
There are two significant items of
mention this financial year. First we
paid off the mortgage on our major
asset, 22 Cathcart Street, which leaves
the organisation free of debt.
Second, in keeping with the requirements of the Associations Incorporation
Act 2009 (NSW) which came into force
in 2010, NRSDC has adopted Australian Accounting Standards. Adoption of
these standards for the first time necessitated an adjustment to redundancy
provisions as at 1 July 2010. The effect
of this change has been that $90,941 in
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funds previously held as provision for
redundancy have been brought into
retained earnings, increasing members’
equity by $90,941.
It should be noted that NRSDC
continues to hold sufficient capital
to meet all employee entitlements
including potential redundancy entitlements.
Adoption of the accounting standards
has also resulted in some changes to
the way that figures for the 2009/10
financial year are presented by comparison to the financial statements
provided in our 2010 Annual Report.
Paul Cruickshank
Treasurer
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ACTIVITIES SUMMARY
The NRSDC outlines its goals in the Strategic Plan: to advocate on behalf of our
community; to strengthen sector relationships and capacity; to deliver quality and
empowering services; to innovate with smarter ways to build stronger communities; and to improve internally by becoming more and more effective and efficient.

ADVOCATE

ON BEHALF OF OUR COMMUNITY

NRSDC maintains participation in regional,
statewide and national forums, including the
NCOSS HACC issues forum, the HACC DO
network, FONGA, the NCOSS Regional Forum,
the NCOSS Transport Advisory Group, Homelessness Australia,YFoundations, Sustain Northern
Rivers, the Northern Rivers Regional Managers
Network, local, regional and state meetings relating
to ageing, disability, transport, families and children,
youth, and generalist interagencies. We are always
keen to discuss and represent members’ issues.
In the lead up to the State elections, NRSDC

hosted pre-election forums in each of the State
electorates in the Northern Rivers. These forums
had an explicit community focus and gave our
members and the general community a chance to
ask candidates about issues that concerned them.
This covered a wide range of issues, including coal
seam gas, the proposed Byrrill Creek Dam, affordable housing, employment, disability services, and
transport in the region.
The Transport Project communicated and met
with MPs to highlight the need for a transport
information and coordination service in the

The pre-election forum held in
Lismore attracted a full house of
concerned community members.
Our potential future government
representatives were questioned
closely about transport and
other key policies which would
shape social policy over the next
decade.
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Northern Rivers and to advocate for funding to
support the NSW Aboriginal Transport Network.
We made submissions to IPART reviews advocating equity for regional bus fares and highlighting
the social impacts of raising taxi fares in regional
areas. We also lobbied around expanding the
131500 transport information line into regional
areas. Transport for NSW has advised us that the
Northern Rivers has been selected as the first
region to begin the rollout of a regional 131500
number in January 2012. We have attended
NCOSS TPAG meetings throughout the year and
have highlighted transport problems for young
people in our region, including affordability, lack of
weekend and night services and inflexibility with
the school bus student subsidy scheme.
NRSDC produced a submission to the Productivity Commission’s ‘Caring for Older Australians’
Report that contained a Northern Rivers perspective and advocated for older people in our region.
NRSDC continued its efforts to advocate on
behalf of the region on issues relating to affordable housing supply and homelessness. A sub-

mission was made to the State Government’s
Affordable Housing State Environmental Planning
Policy Review highlighting the impact of the new
legislation from a regional perspective and putting
forward suggested amendments and inclusions to
maximize affordable housing development opportunities in the Northern Rivers. NRSDC also
approached and worked closely with the Australian Bureau of Statistics in preparation for the
enumeration of the region’s homeless population
in the lead-up to the 2011 Census.
A presentation by NRSDC at the Shelter NSW
Annual Conference promoted homelessness
service integration strategies employed in the
region and a similar presentation was delivered to
the NSW Homelessness Action Plan Committee’s
planning day held in Coffs Harbour.
An article on issues impacting on our region’s
supply of affordable housing was also published
in the Shelter NSW newsletter and local media
interviews relating to housing and homelessness issues within the region were captured by a
national news distribution service.

The RED Ticket Challenge, coordinated by
the Transport Project team brought greater
community awareness of subsidised bus fares for
government benefit recipients. One particpant,
Laura Henkel, travelled around Ballina all day on
a $2.50 RED Ticket and shared her story:

“What I did today was not exceptional if we had
gone by car, but, as I have proved, you can also
do that much if you travel by bus and at a fraction
of the cost!”
Laura Henkel
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STRENGTHEN
SECTOR RELATIONSHIPS AND CAPACITY
The Community Sector
Leaders Project is funded by Community

NRSDC was one of 16 applicants nationally to
receive funding under the National Homelessness Research Fund at the beginning of the year.

Builders and kicked off in February 2011, when
eighteen managers from NGOs around the region
enrolled in the Advanced Diploma in Community
Services Management. This project provides a great
opportunity for a formal qualification, excellent
relationship building between middle and senior
managers across the region, and participation in
mentoring. The Community Sector Leaders project
continues in 2011-2012.

the Regional Futures Institute of Southern Cross
University identifying effective service integration strategies for regional homelessness service
systems and implementing two of these measures
within the region. The project is due for completion by December, 2011.

NRSDC played a key role in the Tenancy

The ongoing work of the Northern

Support Program (TSP) as the convener
of the Coordination Group which is made up of
representatives of government and non-government agencies involved in the provision of services
related to homelessness on the Far North Coast.

Northern Rivers Regional
Youth Managers Network (YMN)
The

was established in 2011 with funding from Better
Futures in response to a need identified in consultations for the Regional Youth Plan from 2007
– 2010. The YMN is working to identify gaps in
service provision to young people across the
region, mapping what services have been provided
and where, and has identified youth, mental health
and substance abuse as a critical priority area for
2012. We are also working towards an Evidence
Informed Practice youth work conference in the
coming months.

The Northern

Rivers Homelessness
Research Project is a joint project with

Rivers

Housing Forum continues to build linkages
and improve access to information across the
region’s housing and homelessness sector.
NRSDC convenes Sustain Transport, one
of the working groups of the Sustain Northern
Rivers collaboration. Sustain Transport brings
together key transport stakeholders from across
the region to work together on issues, for
example the integrated transport strategy for the
North Coast that received funding in the recent
NSW government budget. The Transport Project
Officers are active members of LGA Transport
Committees across the region and in 2010-2011
participated in very successful transport
promotion events in Lismore, Grafton,Yamba,
Tweed Heads and Murwillumbah.
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The HACC Development Project
has been focusing on establishing solid working
relationships across the three valleys and with
neighbouring regions, and developing more effective ways to communicate. The fortnightly ‘Ageing
& Disability Digest’ now ensures information is
distributed without contributing to email overload. Also, the quarterly DO Report feeds back
information gathered from the State HACC DO
Network meeting, the Community Care Training
Services meetings and the NCOSS HACC Issues
Forum.

“The NRSDC HACC Digest is really
helpful. All I have to do is scroll
through and open any or all that are
relevant to my service. It has helped
keep us up to date and has also
decreased email overload.”
Lynelle Hartley,
Murwillumbah Meals on Wheels

Community Sector Leaders Project graduate Katie Thompson from The
Salvation Army, Byron Bay with Nicole Julien. Katie went on to win an ‘In The
Line of Fire’ award at the 2011 Northern Rivers Community Sector Ball.

“In the Northern Rivers, the community services industry is a large one and the
Community Sector Leaders course allowed me to get to know other leaders in the area.
Now I can work more closely with people in other services and I know who I can refer
clients on to, from emergency housing services to local refuges.”
Katie Thompson
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DELIVER

QUALITY & EMPOWERING SERVICES

YOUTH PROGRAMS
Since the pilot of the national Reconnect program
in 1997, NRSDC has been engaged in the delivery
of high quality Youth Programs. We have also been
developing expertise in early intervention for
disadvantaged young people at risk of homelessness across the region with staff located in Tweed,
Mullumbimby, Ballina, Lismore, Casino and Grafton.
Complementing the work done in the Reconnect
Program, the NRSDC has been providing intensive
case management to young people with Alcohol
and Other Drug misuse and abuse issues for the
past two years. The Getting It Together program is
delivered to 100 young people per year across the
Byron, Ballina, Lismore, Casino and Kyogle LGAs.
As well as individual casework our staff engage in
group work in schools, aiming to build resilience
and reduce future risk taking behaviours.

“After many unsuccessful foster
placements and engaging in drug
and alcohol use, I not only got
to see the young female client
restored to her home but she went
on to receive a Kids in Community
Award for her advocacy work for
young people in Ballina and also
presented at the Launch of Youth
Week.”
Trudi, Case Worker

The NRSDC and YP Space Mid-North Coast
formed a partnership in response to the Homelessness Action Plan, to manage and deliver the
SWITCH Case Management Program. SWITCH
comprises two programs HAP - Leaving Care and
HAP - Juvenile Justice.
The SWITCH programs provide Case Management services focused on accommodation support
and transition to independent living for young
people aged 16 to 25 who:
•
•
•

are in OOHC or Foster/ Kinship and are at
risk of placement breakdown; or
are homeless or at risk of homelessness and
have previously been in a care placement, or
are involved with the Juvenile Justice system.

TRAINING CALENDAR
The Training Calendar over the financial year July
2010 to June 2011 delivered 47 courses, training
750 people. The courses ranged from Home and
Community Care specific, such as HACC Orientation, to our ever popular Aboriginal Cross Cultural
Awareness course and Mental Health First Aid,
Public Speaking,Youth Mental Health First Aid, and
Performance Management. NRSDC also offers
to arrange these training sessions as in house
sessions for organisations. After the Keeping Them
Safe Forum we held in Ballina in February this year,
we received funding which resulted in the Keeping
Them Safe: Chapter 16A in Practice series.
The Communities for Children sector development project commenced, offering training
targeted to people who work with vulnerable
children and their families in Lismore and Murwillumbah.
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LISMORE AND KYOGLE
FAMILY PLANNING
SERVICE
The Family Planning Service is a free reproductive
and sexual health service, providing both clinical
and health promotion services to women and
their partners in Lismore and Kyogle.
In the last year the doctors and nurses have
provided sexual health screening, contraception
advice, fertility testing, termination information and
cervical testing to over 300 people.
In the last year Dr Christine Read joined the
team as a Reproductive and Sexual Health specialist practitioner, increasing the clinical expertise
available to our community.

THE NORTHERN RIVERS
YOUTH ADVISORY COUNCIL
NRYAC was established in 2011 with funding
from Better Futures to give young people in the
Northern Rivers region opportunities to take
a leading role in participation and consultation
activities on issues that affect their lives, to raise
awareness of what matters to young people
within local, state and federal government, and
the community sector, and to act as a conduit to
regional, state and federal decision makers.
Thirteen members were recruited and are on
board with the NRYAC. In June 2011 the NRYAC
participated in the Initiate the Future Youth Leadership conference at St Lucia campus of University
of Queensland and learned about sustainability in
leadership, how to have a broad impact in projects,
and social enterprise.

Members of the Northern Rivers Youth Advisory Council met with Minister for Climate
Change and Energy Efficiency, Greg Combet and Page MP Janelle Saffin during 2011.
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INNOVATE

SMARTER WAYS TO BUILD STRONGER
COMMUNITIES

NRSDC participated in the North Coast Innovation Festival in May, running events in Lismore
and Grafton to start discussions about socially
innovative thinking.
Eight people commenced careers in the
community services sector with the
Aboriginal Employment Strategy. This
project combines accredited training, employment, mentoring and employer support to provide
pathways into sustainable community service
careers for Aboriginal people.
NRSDC was invited to be on the steering
committee for the new Northern Rivers Arts,
Health and Wellbeing group. This group works
to strengthen the community by connecting the

arts, health and community sectors to provide
a holistic approach to wellbeing based on the
positive power of creativity.
In 2010-11 NRSDC represented regional
community services at the NCOSS Sector Development Forum, advocating for a focus on
innovation, social media and NGO sustainability at the 2012 Sector Development conference.
Experienced and early career Case Managers from
across the region came together in Byron Bay
to participate in an Integrated Case Management ‘DO TANK’ facilitated by NRSDC as part
of our joint Homelessness Research Project with
the Regional Futures Institute of Southern Cross
University.

NRSDC’s trainee Aboriginal
Youth Workers Gary
Williams and Chris King
with NRSDC’s Aboriginal
Youth and Community
Worker, Willie Hammond.
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IMPROVE

INTERNALLY BY ENSURING THAT WE ARE
BECOMING MORE EFFECTIVE & EFFICIENT

NRSDC has actively worked to strengthen relationships with Aboriginal communities in 2011
through the Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP).
We now have two local respected Aboriginal men
as mentors to the RAP working group and are
currently seeking to identify a woman mentor.
NRSDC made a submission to The Panel on Indigenous Constitutional Recognition supporting the
views of local Aboriginal people and advocating for
ongoing collaboration.
To help foster career pathways in the community
sector, NRSDC has taken on three trainees, Gary
Williams, Chris King and Francina Williams who
are working in youth programs and administration.
NRSDC has worked to improve internal and
external communication, engaging a dedicated
communications officer to oversee our newsletter and website; increasing staff attendance at local
and regional interagencies; commencing a trial
of social media with the Northern Rivers Youth
Council; trialling an internal facebook site for
staff communication and holding regular whole of
organisation planning days to promote information
sharing and cross-project collaboration.
The training calendar has grown exponentially
over the past few years. This year saw the need
to support its success and continuous improvement by upgrading the technology and reallocating
organisational resources to support it.
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To minimise future energy costs, and demonstrate our commitment to sustainable practices,
NRSDC installed a 4.5KW solar power system at
our Cathcart Street office in Lismore. The office
is located in a prominent location and helps to
showcase business use of solar technologies.
Our Human Resources policies and procedures
were reviewed and updated and we introduced a
new staff performance development framework.
NRSDC exceeded financial targets for 2010-2011
with the surplus of $89,203 for the year representing 4.5% of revenue against a target of 2%.
This surplus will help to ensure that NRSDC has
sufficient reserves to meet future contingencies
and will support our work into the future.

“Through timely updates to the
NRSDC website and through the
fortnightly electronic newsletter sent
to over 900 subscribers, NRSDC has
consistently improved and expanded
its engagement with the wider
community and other organisations in
the community services sector.”
Liina Flynn,
NRSDC Communications Officer,
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FINANCIAL REPORTS
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22 Cathcart Street
Lismore NSW 2480
Postal: PO Box 5419
East Lismore NSW 2480
Phone: (02) 6620 1800
Fax: (02) 6620 1899
Email: info@nrsdc.org.au
Web: www.nrsdc.org.au

